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Abstract—With the proliferation of sensor-embedded mobile
computing devices, participatory sensing is becoming popular
to collect information from and outsource tasks to participating
users. These applications deal with a lot of personal information,
e.g., users’ identities and locations at a specific time. Therefore,
we need to pay a deeper attention to privacy and anonymity.
However, from a data consumer’s point of view, we want
to know the source of the sensing data, i.e., the identity of
the sender, in order to evaluate how much the data can be
trusted. “Anonymity” and “trust” are two conflicting objectives in
participatory sensing networks, and there are no existing research
efforts which investigated the possibility of achieving both of
them at the same time. In this paper, we propose ARTSense,
a framework to solve the problem of “trust without identity”
in participatory sensing networks. Our solution consists of a
privacy-preserving provenance model, a data trust assessment
scheme and an anonymous reputation management protocol. We
have shown that ARTSense achieves the anonymity and security
requirements. Validations are done to show that we can capture
the trust of information and reputation of participants accurately.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, we have seen the massive prevalence of
mobile computing devices such as smartphones and tablet
computers. These devices usually come with multiple embedded sensors, such as camera, microphone, GPS, accelerometer,
digital compass and gyroscope. Because of these advancements, the participatory sensing model is becoming popular.
Participants use their personal mobile devices to gather data
about nearby environment and make them available for largescale applications. Two examples of participatory sensing
applications are Gigwalk [1] developed by a startup company
and mCrowd [2] developed by University of Massachusetts
Amherst. They provide a marketplace for sensing tasks that
can be performed from smartphones. A requester of data can
create tasks that uses the general public to capture geo-tagged
images, videos, audio snippets, or fill out surveys. Participants
who have installed the client apps on their smartphones can
submit their data and get rewarded. For example, Microsoft
Bing has been collecting photos using Gigwalk for panoramic
3-D photosynthesis of businesses and restaurants in Bing Map.
Sharing sensed data tagged with spatio-temporal information could reveal a lot of personal information, such as user’s
identity, personal activities, political views, health status, etc.
[3], which poses threats to the participating users. Therefore,
participatory sensing requires a deeper attention to privacy
and anonymity, and a mechanism to preserve user’s location

privacy and anonymity is mandatory. Another dimension of
data security in participatory sensing is the reliability of
the sensed data. In participatory sensing applications, data
originates from sensors controlled by other people, and any
participant with an appropriately configured device can easily
submit falsified data, hence data trustworthiness becomes more
crucial than the traditional wireless sensor networks. There is
an inherent conflict between trust and privacy. If a participatory
sensing system provides full anonymity to the participants, it
is difficult to guarantee the trustworthiness of submitted data.
Finding a solution that achieves both trust and anonymity is a
major challenge in such systems [4].
There have been plenty of research efforts that have investigated privacy techniques for anonymous data collection in
location based services (LBS) and particularly in participatory
sensing systems. However, how to assess the trustworthiness of
the anonymously collected data has not been considered. Other
pieces of work which studied trust models did not consider the
privacy requirements. In this paper, we are trying to solve the
problem of “trust without identity” in participatory sensing
networks. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
attempt for a trust and reputation framework while maintaining
the desired anonymity in the context of participatory sensing.
To summarize, the contributions of our work include:
1) A novel provenance model for participatory sensing
applications is developed which serves as the basis
of sensing data trust assessment while maintaining the
appropriate level of user anonymity.
2) A trust assessment algorithm is proposed to compute the
trust of sensing reports based on anonymous user reputation levels and privacy-preserving contextual factors
such as location, time, sensor mode and traveling mode.
3) An anonymous reputation management mechanism is
presented to maintain the anonymity properties while
also enforce positive or negative user reputation updates.
4) Analytical and empirical validations are done to show
our ARTSense scheme achieves the anonymity and
security objectives, and captures both user reputation and
data trust accurately.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We highlight
the related work of data security in participatory sensing in
Section II. In Section III, we give an overview of the system
model including a formal definition of trust and reputation.
The threat model will also be detailed in this section. We then
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present our proposed ARTSense scheme in Section IV. The
security analysis of our scheme is given in Section V and
performance evaluations based on simulation are presented in
Section VI. We give a discussion and talk about our future
work in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

Data Consumer
(2) Task

(5) Data Processing
(report assessment, data fusion, etc)

II. R ELATED W ORK
Privacy preserving techniques have been extensively studied
in the context of LBS. A group of well-known techniques in
preserving user privacy is the spatial and temporal cloaking
technique [5], [6], where the participant’s location at a specific
time is blurred in a cloaked area or cloaked time interval, while
satisfying the privacy requirements. Most of these techniques
are based on k-anonymity [7], where the location of a user is
cloaked among k − 1 other users.
In addition to the studies about privacy in the context of
LBS, a few pieces of recent work [8]–[10] have specifically
studied the privacy in participatory sensing. In [8], the concept
of participatory privacy regulation is introduced. In [9], [10],
different approaches are proposed, which focus on with how
participants upload the collected data to the server without
revealing their identity. Our work is different from these
works in that we are trying to solve the problem of “trust
without identity” in participatory sensing networks instead of
the process of anonymous data collection.
There have been numerous trust systems proposed toward
the data reliability in ad hoc networks, traditional wireless
sensor networks and participatory sensing networks as well,
for example, [11], [12]. However, none of these approaches
considered the high requirement for privacy and anonymity in
the context of participatory sensing.
To address the problem of “trust without identity”, anonymous reputation systems in P2P networks have been proposed
[13], [14]. These systems are based on pseudonyms and eCash:
an electronic cash system aims at offering anonymity properties by making spending and withdrawal unlinkable. One of
the drawbacks of these protocols is that negative reputation
updates are not supported. More importantly, these approaches
mainly focused on dealing with anonymous mutual ratings between two interaction users in P2P networks, which cannot be
applied directly to the participatory sensing applications. Our
paper proposes a novel anonymous reputation management
protocol specifically for participatory sensing networks and
both positive and negative reputation updates can be enforced.
III. F UNDAMENTAL F RAMEWORK
A. System Architecture
Different participatory sensing applications may have different system models. To make it more specific, we consider
a typical participatory sensing architecture, which is used by
Gigwalk and mCrowd. This architecture is illustrated in Fig.
1. First of all, applications are distributed to the participants’
mobile devices through App Store or other application marketplaces (Step 1). Data consumers (such as Microsoft Bing in
our example) can create sensing tasks and data requirements
(Step 2), and then distribute them to the mobile phones in
the vicinity of the site of interest (Step 3). The sensing data
collected by the phones of participants are reported (through
WiFi or cellular networks) to a central application server
(hereafter referred to as the “server”) (Step 4). On the server,
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Fig. 1: Architecture of a participatory sensing system
the data are analyzed, processed (Step 5) and made available
to the data consumers (Step 6). The data consumer may give
feedback (e.g., credit, service fees, etc.) to the server (Step 7).
Finally, the server will process the feedback (Step 8) and also
give feedback (either rewards or penalties) to the participants
(Step 9). Data consumers’ trust and privacy is not under our
consideration, so we think of them as a part of the server
instead of a separated party. In particular, we will focus on
what needs to be sent in Step 4, how trust assessment can be
done in Step 5, the reputation feedback polices and mechanism
in Step 9, and most importantly, how participants’ privacy is
protected in the whole process.
At the communication level of the network system, we
assume a suitable anonymous network such as Onion Routing
and Mix networks is applied to offer the desirable privacy
protection. At the application level, we assume spatial and
temporal cloaking techniques are applied to allow participants
to adjust time/location resolution for individual reports. The
details of how these techniques can be used have been discussed extensively and they are out of the scope of this paper.
B. Definitions of Trust and Reputation
We use the term “trust” to represent the level of confidence about the reliability and correctness of the reported
sensing data. Another crucial part of the system is reputation management, including reputation demonstration and
reputation update. “Trust” and “reputation” are often used
interchangeably in a network trust or reputation model. We
follow the definitions in [12] and use them as separated
concepts. Trust is a value associated with the reported sensing
data and reputation is a value associated with the participants.
In addition, for privacy protection purpose, we introduce a new
term “reputation level” in contrast to “reputation”.
DEFINITION 1: Trust of Sensing Reports: The trust of a
sensing report r, denoted as T (r), is the probability of r being
correct, as perceived by the server.
DEFINITION 2: Reputation of Participants: The reputation of a participant Pi , denoted as R(Pi ), is the synthesized
probability that the past sensing reports sent by Pi are correct,
as perceived by the server. The server maintains a reputation
database which has the ID of each participant and the corresponding reputation. When a new participant registers with
the server, the server creates a unique ID and initializes an
initial reputation R0 for the new participant in the reputation
database. R0 can be set as a value in [0, 0.5], so that newcomer
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attackers can maximally get a neutral reputation.
DEFINITION 3: Reputation Level of Participants: The
reputation level of a participant Pi , denoted as R̂(Pi ), is a
discrete approximation of reputation generated by the server
based on R(Pi ) and granted to the participant Pi . It is used
by Pi to demonstrate his/her reputation to the server without
revealing his/her accurate reputation. An example of mapping
R(Pi ) of 8.15 to R̂(Pi ) would be rounding off the decimal
and getting a result of 8. A backward mapping from R̂(Pi ) to
R(Pi ) should be impossible.
C. Threat Model
For the server side, we consider the server not trustworthy
for protecting participants’ privacy. Any information learned
by the server might be leaked to a malicious server administration personnel behind the server. However, we assume
the server can be trusted in terms of its functionality, e.g.,
user registration, key management, issuing credentials, trust
assessment and reputation management. As we described
in Section III-A, we assume spatial and temporal cloaking
techniques are applied so that each individual sensing report
is at least k-anonymous to the server. Nevertheless, if the
reports submitted by a participant are linkable, e.g., the same
pseudonym is used, the attacker can profile and analyze the
location traces, which could reveal the identity of the sender
or at least significantly reduce the possible anonymity set [3].
For the participants side, we allow anyone with an appropriate device that gets the application installed to register as a
participant. An existing participant is free to abandon his/her
account and register himself/herself as a new user (newcomer
attack). A registered participant has the right to refuse to
provide any real-identity information or accurate location and
time in the sensing reports. A misbehaving participant may
produce false sensing data or send false data randomly with
certain probability or for certain talks (on-off attacks). An
adversary may also exploit to gain unfair reputation or lie
about his/her reputation level. Furthermore, we allow multiple
adversaries to collusively send the same false data to deceive
the server, but we assume majority of the reports are good.
We assume user authentication is done properly when the
communication between a participant and the server does not
need to be anonymous. Attacks via the communication channels and DoS attacks (e.g., eavesdropping, traffic jamming,
etc.) are out of the scope of this paper.
IV. T HE ARTS ENSE S CHEME
The name of our scheme “ARTSense” indicates that we aim
to achieve three objectives - “Anonymity”, “Reputation” and
“Trust” - in participatory sensing. The entire framework consists of three components: provenance model, sensing report
trust assessment and anonymous reputation management.
A. Provenance Model
A sensing report consists of two parts, namely the payload
and the provenance. The payload could be any format of
sensing data, e.g., text, voice, picture, video, etc. The provenance is meta-data that describes the origin of the report,
which is assumed to be automatically generated by a trusted
middleware. We divide the provenance into two parts: user
provenance and contextual provenance. Figure 2 illustrates the
structure of a sensing report and our provenance model.

Report Payload ( Text, voice,
picture, video, etc.)
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Contextual
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User Provenance

Blinded ID
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Certificate

Time
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Fig. 2: Structure of a sensing report
1. User Provenance: Considering anonymity, a participant’s
ID should not be in the user provenance so that no one
including the server can associate the participant’s identity
with the other information in the report. Instead, participants
need to put their Blinded ID (BID) in the user provenance.
A participant’s BID acts like a pseudonym and could change
randomly with every sensing report. In addition, a Reputation
Certificate (RC) needs to be included. It is a certificate granted
by the server which contains the sender’s reputation level and
is signed by the server. In fact, each RC is a RC pair, where
one contains the user ID and the other does not. Here in the
user provenance, the RC without the user ID is the one we are
including. The participants demonstrate their reputation levels
to the server via this anonymous RC. The reputation level is
used as one of the factors in the trust assessment. The other
RC which contains the user ID is used to construct the BID
and ensure the security of the framework. How the BID and
RC pair are generated and used is a key component of our
scheme. We elaborate more on the details in Section IV-C.
2. Contextual Provenance: The contextual provenance is
a description of the sensing environment. It contains attributes
such as sensing time, sensing location, sensor mode (i.e.,
whether it is a text report, voice clip, picture or video, etc),
participants’ traveling mode, and other optional contextual
information. These contextual attributes usually have a big
influence on the trust of the sensing reports.
According to a survey done by Christin et. al. [15], virtually
all participatory sensing applications collect time and location
information, thus underpinning the importance of these two
factors. Other than time and location, we believe the type of
sensor used and the participants’ traveling mode also largely
affect the reliability and correctness of the sensing data. For
instance, usually we consider a picture or a video clip better
than a text-only description. Also, inaccurate sensing reports
tend to be generated when a participant is traveling at a very
fast speed. Therefore, we make time, location, sensor mode
and traveling mode as the four contextual factors that we are
going to use for assessing the trust of the sensing reports.
B. Sensing Report Trust Assessment
When a report is received, the server first validates the
anonymous RC in the user provenance by checking:
1) The RC has been signed by the server.
2) The RC is issued for the current task.
If the validation is passed, the server obtains the reputation
level R̂(Pi ) of the sender Pi . The server cannot associate
R̂(Pi ) with Pi because many participants could have the same
reputation level. Though R̂(Pi ) is not accurate, it gives the
server a rough idea of how much the sender can be trusted.
The contextual provenance contains other factors that may
affect the trust of the sensing report. Here, we only give a
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general solution based on the provenance model we proposed,
i.e., we assume all the four factors (time, location, sensor mode
and traveling mode) affect the trust of a sensing report. It is
absolutely possible that one or more of these factors need not
to be considered or other contextual factors become important
when we have a specific application. The system designer can
easily tailor our scheme based on the application’s needs.
A sensing report from a location faraway from the expected
location is usually not as accurate as a report from a nearby
location. We call the expected location and the actual location
indicated in the contextual provenance the target location
(denoted as Lt ) and the sensing location (denoted as Ls )
respectively. We denote |Ls −Lt | as the distance between them.
Spatial cloaking techniques may obfuscate the sensing location. In other words, the location provided in the contextual
provenance might be a small area instead of an exact location
point. We call this area as the cloaking area and denote Dc
as its diameter. In this case, we use the central point of the
cloaking area as the sensing location. We then formally define
the location distance factor (denoted as Θ) as:
(1)
Θ = e−Dc ·α · (1 − e−|Ls −Lt |·α )
where α is the location sensitivity parameter set by the system
which controls the weight of the location factor’s influence on
the trust of sensing reports. The 1 − e−|Ls −Lt |·α part of the
equation makes Θ equal to 0 when |Ls − Lt | equals to 0 and
Θ approaches 1 when |Ls − Lt | is large. The e−Dc ·α part
accounts for the uncertainty caused by the cloaking area. A
maximum sensing distance and a maximum cloaking diameter
can be set, so that if |Ls − Lt | exceeds the maximum sensing
distance or the reported Dc exceeds the maximum cloaking
diameter, the sensing report will be discarded.
Time is another critical factor. Reports sensed at the expected time usually have the best quality. We call the expected
time of the sensing task and the actual time contained in the
contextual provenance the target time and the sensing time.
We denote |Ts − Tt | as the time gap between them. When
temporal cloaking techniques are used, we call the resulting
time interval as the cloaking interval and denote Sc as the
length of the cloaking interval. Again, we use the middle point
of the cloaking interval as the sensing time if time is cloaked.
We define the time gap factor (denoted as Ω) as:
Ω = e−Sc ·β · (1 − e−|Ts −Tt |·β )
(2)
where β is the time sensitivity parameter which controls the
weight of the time factor’s influence on the trust of sensing
reports. Similar to the location factor, a maximum time gap
and a maximum cloaking interval can be set.
The sensor mode and traveling mode are two other important factors that might affect the report quality, too. The
system can define a weighting parameter for each sensor and
traveling mode. As an example, Table I shows a list of systemdefined sensor mode weighting parameters (denoted as λ) and
traveling mode weighting parameters (denoted as µ).
We can calculate the base trust (denoted as Tb (r)) of the
sensing report based on the reputation level and the four
contextual factors as follows:
Tb (r) = R̂(Pr ) · (1 − Θr ) · (1 − Ωr ) · λr · µr
(3)
The base trust is merely a value we calculate based on the
provenance. It is an important reference to us when a single
report is received. However, in most cases, multiple sensing
reports might be received for one sensing task. Different

TABLE I: Sensor mode and traveling mode weighting parameters
Sensor Mode
Text
Voice
Picture
Video

λ
1.00
1.05
1.20
1.30

Traveling Mode
Standstill
Walking
Cycling
Driving @ < 30 mph
Driving @ > 30 mph

µ
1.0
0.98
0.95
0.94
0.92

reports for the same task may be either mutually supportive or
conflicting. Similar reports are considered supportive to each
other, while conflicting reports compromise the trustworthiness
of each other. Therefore, we can adjust trust based on the
amount of supports and conflicts the reports get from each
other. We group all the sensing reports for a particular sensing
task in a collection C before the sensing task expires.
For data similarity measurement, there has been lots of work
done in the field of data mining [16]. We assume any two
sensing reports r and r0 within a collection have a similarity
score of S(r, r0 ) which ranges from −1 to 1, where −1
means completely conflicting and 1 means exactly the same.
Now what we really care about is how to actually utilize
the similarity scores to adjust the report trust. We assign a
similarity factor ∆r to sensing report r which belongs to a
collection Cr as follows:
P
0
1
r,r 0 ∈Cr ,r6=r 0 S(r, r )
(4)
· e− |Cr | · γ
∆r =
|Cr | − 1
where |Cr | is the number of sensing reports in the collection
Cr and γ is the similarity weighting parameter that controls
the weight of the similarity adjustment. The rationale behind
1
the term e− |Cr | is that the more reports are in the collection
Cr , the better idea we would have about what is right and what
is wrong. Thus, we increase the influence of the similarity
factor as the number of report in a collection increases, but
the rate of this increment should be slowed down and never
exceed a threshold when the number of report becomes large.
Each sensing report is assigned with a similarity factor. A
negative similarity factor means there are more conflicts in
the collection and a positive similarity factor means there are
more supports. Finally, we can obtain the final trust (denoted
as Tf (r)) of the sensing report r as follows:
Tf (r) = Tb (r)(1 + ∆r )
(5)
Comparing the final trust Tf (r) and the original reputation
level R̂(Pr ), it is easy for the server to generate a reputation
feedback level fR . Similar to the reputation level, fR cannot be
an accurate number, otherwise the server can associate the fR
with the original report later when fR is being redeemed by
the participant (more details in Section IV-C). Our suggestion
is to predefine a number of discrete fR levels based on the
difference between Tf (r) and R̂(Pr ), and the number of
fR levels should not be too many in order to minimize the
probability that the server can associate a fR with its original
report. There are many ways of doing so. A general guideline
is, positive fR should be given if Tf (r) > R̂(Pr ), and vice
versa. Also, negative feedbacks should affect the reputation
more than positive feedbacks. This tallies with our intuition
that a reputation can only be built up with a long time of
consistent good behaviors, but a few bad incidences could ruin
the reputation drastically. Table II gives an example solution.
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TABLE II: Predefined reputation feedback levels
Tf (r) − R̂(Pr ) fR
(0.5, 1]
0.02
[0.1, 0.5]
0.01
[-0.1, 0.1]
0
[-0.5, -0.1)
0.025
[-1, 0.5)
0.05
TABLE III: List of notations
A|B
Concatenation of message A and message B
Kspub
Public key of the server
Kspriv
Private key of the server
{M }Kspub Message M encrypted by Kspub
[M ]Kspriv
Message M signed by Kspriv

Pi | TID

Task
Registration

Pi | TID

Ȓ(Pi) | TID

Ȓ(Pi) | TID

Pi | Ȓ(Pi) | TID

Pi | Ȓ(Pi) | TID

RC0

①

RCi
Report

b

UP
BID

②

RC0

CP

Payload

BID

RC0

CP

Trust
Assessment

Payload

Tf(r)

fR
③
BID

fR

RC0

BID

④

Participant Pi
RCi

fR

fR

RC0
Application
Server

RFC
RCi

RC0

fR

RC0

URFC

C. Anonymous Reputation Management
An Anonymous Reputation Management (ARM) scheme for
participatory sensing applications needs to have the following
attributes:
A1 Sensing reports do not contain identity information and
the server cannot associate a report with a particular
participant by any means.
A2 Multiple sensing reports from the same participant are
not linkable.
A3 A participant’s reputation is determined by his/her past
behaviors, and participants do not have control over the
reputation update process.
A4 Participants can demonstrate their reputation levels to
the server without revealing their identities and they
cannot lie about their reputation levels.
During a user registration, participants normally need to
provide their personal information such as name, contact
and payment information. Therefore, the user ID can be
considered as the real-identity of a participant. To achieve A1,
many anonymity schemes uses pseudonyms. Nevertheless, a
stable pseudonym makes the reports from the same participant
linkable and thus violates A2. If a participant does not change
his/her pseudonym frequently enough, the real-identity could
still be revealed by analyzing the location traces. A3 and A4
are challenging because the reputation is associated with the
user ID in the reputation database and anonymity makes it
hard to enforce the participants to follow the protocols. To
solve these issues, our approach utilizes the Blind Signature
technique [17] and make the report submission and reputation
update as two separated processes. We illustrate the entire
sensing task cycle in Figure 3. There are five crucial steps
in this cycle, which are indicated as 1 - 5 in Figure 3. We
now describe each of these steps in detail and the notations
we use are listed in Table III.
1. Issue of Reputation Certificate (server side): First of all,
when a participant Pi decides to take a sensing task, he/she
needs to register with the server for this task before he/she
sends out a sensing report. The participant does this by sending
a Task Registration Request (TRR) which contains his/her user
ID Pi and the corresponding Task ID T ID. Task registration
does not violate anonymity because the server would only
know who wants to participate, but would not be able to link
them with their actual sensing reports.
The server maintain a task registration table. When a TRR
is received, the server registers the participant Pi for task T ID
by putting the tuple (Pi , T ID) into the task registration table.

TID

TRR

Security
Check

⑤
Reputation
Update
Signed by Kspriv

Reputation
Database

Ȓ(Pi)
R(Pi)new

Encrypted by Kspub

Fig. 3: An illustration of the anonymous report submission
and reputation management in a sensing task cycle
After task registration, the server obtains Pi ’s reputation level
R̂(Pi ) based on his/her most recent reputation R(Pi ) (R0 for
new participants). A pair of RC’s are created by the server,
where one RC contains Pi (denoted as RCi ) and the other
does not (denoted ashRC0 ).
i
(6)
RCi = Pi |R̂(Pi )|T ID
K
h
i spriv
RC0 = R̂(Pi )|T ID
(7)
Kspriv

Both RCi and RC0 contain R̂(Pi ) and T ID and both of
them are signed by the server. RC0 is the anonymous RC that
will be put in the user provenance by the participant, and RCi
is necessary for constructing the BID (explained in next step).
Whenever a participant wants to participate in a new task,
he/she has to obtain a refreshed RC pair for this specific task.
T ID is used to check if the RC0 was issued for the current
task when a sensing report is submitted.
2. Construction of Blinded ID (user side): As we described
in SectionIV-A, every user provenance contains a Blinded ID
(BID) of the sender. To construct the BID, the participant
needs his/her RCi and a random number b. b is chosen by
the participant such that b is relatively prime to the server’s
public modulo N . Then, b is raised to the public exponent e
modulo N , and the result be (mod N ) is used as a blinding
factor. BID is the product of RCi and the blinding factor:
BID ≡ RCi · be mod N
(8)
Every time a participant submits a report to the server, he/she
can choose a different random number b, and thus making the
BID different. Therefore, the BID cannot be used by the server
to link reports from the same participant.
3.Generation of Reputation Feedback Coupon (server
side): After assessing the trust of a sensing report, the server
generates the reputation feedback level fR for the sender
(as described in Section IV-B). Then, a Reputation Feedback
Coupon (RFC) his generated
ash follows:
i
i

RF C = BID
fR K
RC0
(9)
Kspriv

spub

Kspriv

where fR is encrypted by the server’s public key so that the
participant cannot tell if it is a negative or positive feedback.
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4. Ublinding RFC (user side): With the received RFC, the
original report sender can obtain an Unblinded RFC (URFC)
by removing the blinding factor based on the characteristics
of blind signatures.
The
h URFC will be
i as follows:
h
i resulting
fR K
RC0
(10)
U RF C = RCi
Kspriv

spub

Kspriv

After getting the URFC, the participant chooses to wait a
random period of time before the URFC is expired (if there is
an expiration time), and then sends the URFC to the server to
redeem it. The UFRC is signed by Kspriv so that no participant
can forge a valid URFC at this stage.
5. Redemption of URFC (server side): When the server
receives a URFC, a security check must be done on the URFC
to make sure it passes the following requirements:
1) The private-key signatures and public-key encryptions
are valid.
2) The two copies of R̂(Pi ) and T ID extracted from RCi
and RC0 are consistent.
3) No URFC with the same Pi and T ID has been redeemed before.
4) The URFC is not expired (optional).
If the URFC passes the validation, the server extracts Pi and
fR from the URFC and updates the corresponding entry in the
reputation table. Now we can see that if an accurate value of
fR was used in a RFC, the server would be able to use it to
associate Pi with the original sensing report.
V. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In this section, we will analyze and prove that the proposed
ARM protocol can achieve our goals A1-A4 and the mechanism itself is secure.
Proposition 1. The server cannot see the user ID from a
sensing report. (A1)
Every time a participant Pi sends a sensing report, the BID
is included in the user provenance instead of the real user
ID Pi . According to the characteristics of the Blind Signature
technique, no information about Pi can be extracted from BID
by the server.
Proposition 2. The server cannot correlate the user ID with
the original sensing report when URFC is redeemed. (A1)
When a URFC is sent to the server for reputation redemption, the server can extract Pi , R̂(Pi ), fR and T ID. Pi was
blinded in BID and could not be seen by the server in the
original sensing report. Based on the definition of R̂(Pi ) and
fR , many different reports for the task T ID would have the
same R̂(Pi ) and fR . Thus, neither of them can be used by the
server to correlate Pi with the original sensing report.
Proposition 3. The server cannot link multiple reports sent
from the same participant. (A2)
A participant can choose a different blinding random number b for each sensing report he/she sends when BID is
constructed. This makes BID for the same participant different
for different sensing reports. The server cannot find any
linkage between these BID’s due to the randomness of b. RC0
cannot be used to link reports from the same participant either,
because RC0 only contains R̂(Pi ) and T ID. Based on the
definition of R̂(Pi ), many different participants may have the
same R̂(Pi ) in their RC0 for task T ID.
Proposition 4. A participant cannot redeem a URFC multiple times or redeem multiple URFC’s for the same task without

being detected. (A3)
When the server receives a URFC for redemption, it extracts
Pi and T ID. If it has seen the same Pi and T ID before, which
indicates that either the participant is trying to redeem a URFC
multiple times or the participant is trying to redeem multiple
URFC’s received from sending multiple reports for the same
task. Both cases should be disallowed. If this happens, the
participant is considered to have malicious intent and the
server can apply a penalty on the participant’s reputation.
Proposition 5. A participant cannot redeem another collusive participant’s URFC in order to get an unfair reputation
update without being detected. (A3)
According to how reputation feedback levels are given in
our system, when two participants send the same good reports,
the participant with lower reputation level tends to get a
higher reputation feedback level. Two collusive participants
may want to switch their URFC’s for redemption in order to
unfairly promote the reputation of the participant who already
gained higher reputation. If two entire URFC’s are switched
and redeemed. The user ID in the RCi can tell the server
that the huser is trying to iredeem someone else’s URFC. If

RC0
part of the two URFC’s are
only the fR K
spub

Kspriv

switched, the inconsistency of R̂(Pi )’s in RCi and RC0 will
again warn the server about the malicious behavior.
Proposition 6. A participant cannot refuse to redeem a
URFC for participated tasks without being detected. (A3)
An adversary who intentionally sends false data might
refuse to redeem the URFC’s because he/she knows most
probably the feedback would be negative. A good participant
who has obtained a high reputation might also never want to
redeem any more URFC’s to prevent his/her reputation from
being decreased. Since the server has the task registration
table, it can easily find out which registered participant(s)
never redeemed a URFC for a particular task. To prevent this
from happening, the server can choose to apply a reputation
penalty higher than the worst negative feedback level.
Proposition 7. The server can give both positive and
negative reputation feedback to participants. (A3)
First, the fR in a RFC or URFC is encrypted by the
server
with its public key Kspub , a participant cannot decrypt

fR K
and see if fR is a positive or negative feedback
spub
level. More importantly, according to Proposition 6, refusing
to redeem a URFC will incur a bigger loss on the reputation
than the worst negative feedback level.
Proposition 8. A participant cannot forge a URFC or a RC
without being detected. (A3 & A4)
After a participant unblinds a RFC, the server’s signature
remains on the RCi part and the {fR }Kspub |RC0 part has its
original signature from the server. Since only the server has
the access to Kspriv , a participant cannot forge a URFC. A
RCi and RC0 pair is also signed by Kspriv before they are
issued to a participant, thus no participant can forge a RC.
Proposition 9. A participant cannot demonstrate a higher
reputation level in a sensing report with another collusive
participant’s RC without being detected. (A4)
Since RC0 does not contain Pi , it is possible for a participant to obtain another participant’s RC0 with a higher
reputation level and use it in his/her own sensing report. Due
to the anonymity, the server cannot detect it from the sensing
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report. However, when the participant redeems the URFC, the
server compares RCi and RC0 . Since RCi contains Pi , it is
impossible for a participant to use another participant’s RCi .
Therefore, if a participant has used another participant’s RC0
with a higher reputation level, the R̂(Pi )’s extracted from RCi
and RC0 of the URFC will be inconsistent.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Simulation Setup
We implemented our scheme with Java simulation to measure the performance and accuracy of our trust assessment
and reputation management. Since the communication links
are not our concern, we implemented a server and multiple
participants on a single Linux machine.
In our simulation tests, we define good participant as a
participant that always sends correct sensing reports. However,
an adversary does not necessarily always send false sensing
reports. They may launch on-off attacks by sending correct
reports in order to gain reputation and then only send false
reports randomly or at a specific time. We define the nature
of an adversary as the probability of the adversary sending
correct reports. When an adversary sends a false report, we
set the data to be completely opposite to the correct report and
all the false reports support each other. In this case, we are
looking at the worst case that all adversaries collusively send
data to cause the biggest possible disturbance to the system.
Table IV lists our default parameter settings. For sensor and
traveling mode weighting parameters and reputation feedback
levels, we use Table I and Table II as our default settings.
When each participant sends a sensing report, we generate a
random sensing location and sensing time within the maximum sensing distance and maximum time gap. The cloaking
area diameter and cloaking time interval are also randomly
generated within the maximum values. The sensing mode and
traveling mode are also randomly selected in Table I.
B. False Positive and False Negative Rates
First of all, to measure the accuracy of our sensing report
trust assessment, we carried out a series of tests to see the
false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) rates of our trust
assessment with our default settings. FP means a report is
actually correct but the calculated trust is lower than an alarm
threshold. On the contrary, FN means the calculated trust for
a false report is higher than the alarm threshold. The alarm
threshold is a trust level below which we will consider the
sensing report untrustworthy. It can be set based on the needs
of the specific application. We tested FP and FN rates for

nature"="0"
nature"="0.5"

nature"="0"
nature"="0.5"

nature"="0.2"
nature"="0.8"

1"

1"

0.8"

0.8"
Trust"

Reputa/on"

TABLE IV: Default parameter settings
Parameter
Value
Number of participants for each task
100
Number of adversaries in the participants 10
Nature of adversaries
0
Location sensitivity parameter α
0.2
Time sensitivity parameter β
0.2
Similarity weighting parameter γ
0.5
Maximum sensing distance
10
Maximum time gap
10
Maximum cloaking diameter
20
Maximum cloaking interval
20
Initial reputation R0
0.5

0.6"
0.4"

nature"="0.2"
nature"="0.8"

0.6"
0.4"
0.2"

0.2"

0"

0"
1"

Number"of"Events"

100"

1"

gama = 0.5
Reputation of a particular malicious participant with different nature

Number"of"Events"

100"

100/10

(a) Reputation of a particular adver- Trust
(b) ofTrust
of sensing reports from a
sensing report from a particular adversaries with different nature
alpha = 5
=5
gama = 0.5
sary
withbeta
varying
nature
particular adversary with varying nature
ψ

Fig. 4: Impact of an adversary’s nature on reputation and trust
reports received from a participant with different nature for
various alarm thresholds and the results are shown in Table
V. Each of these values is a result based on testing 10000
sensing reports. In the table, (x) means the alarm threshold
is x. We can see the overall FP and FN rates are very low
(approximately 0 when the alarm threshold is set to be 0.5).
The FP and FN rates increase for more strict alarm thresholds
(i.e., FP with a higher alarm threshold or FN with a lower
alarm threshold). However, we can see FN rate is still close
to 0 even when the alarm threshold is 0.2. That means, when
a sensing report is false, there is a very minimal probability
that its trust value is going to be higher than 0.2. FP rates
are generally higher than its counterpart FN rates, due to
the randomness introduced by the contextual factors in our
simulation, but definitely within an acceptable range.
Table V only shows the false positive and false negative
rates under the default parameter settings. One can imagine
that when the system settings change, our calculated trust and
reputation would change, too. In the rest of this section, we
will show how some important system parameters would affect
trust and reputation. In each test, we vary certain parameters
to see their impacts, and we will specify these parameters. For
other parameters we do not specifically mention, they are set
as the default values.
C. Impact of Adversary’s Nature
First, we want to see how an adversary’s nature would
influence his/her reputation and his/her reports’ trust. We have
four adversaries with a nature value of 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8
respectively. To test the worst case, we assume all of them
have gained a reputation value of 1 before the test. A total
number of 100 tasks for this test were run.
Figure 4 (a) shows how the reputation of an adversary
changes as the number of tasks increases. When an adversary
has a nature of 0 (i.e., always reports false data), his/her
reputation drops down very quickly until a level very close
to 0. An adversary who randomly sends correct data (with
nature 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8) can slow down this dropping process.
However, eventually the reputation still drops down to a very
low level even if false data are sent with a small probability
(the 0.8-nature curve). This is because negative feedback
levels have larger influence on the reputation. We set both
the reputation feedback levels to be relatively small in order
to prevent that one single task affects the reputation too much.
Next, we examine the computed trust values of the sensing
reports sent by adversaries for the same test settings. Figure 4
(b) shows the result. The 0-nature curve indicates that reports
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TABLE V: False positive rates and false negative rates with default settings
FP (0.5) FN (0.5) FP (0.6) FN (0.4) FP (0.7) FN (0.3) FP (0.8)
∼0
N.A.
0.31%
N.A.
1.82%
N.A.
4.49%
∼0
∼0
0.34%
∼0
1.86%
∼0
4.68%
0.02%
∼0
0.71%
∼0
2.52%
∼0
5.72%
0.05%
∼0
1.01%
∼0
2.95%
∼0
7.11%
N.A.
∼0
N.A.
∼0
N.A.
∼0
N.A.
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0.6"
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1"
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Reputation of a particular malicious participant with different number
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FN (0.2)
N.A.
∼0
0.01%
0.12%
0.23%
α,$β$=$10,$γ$=$0.5$
α,$β$=$5,$r$=$0.6$

0.9$
0.8$
0.7$

0.2"

0"

α,$β$=$5,$γ$=$0.5$
α,$β$=$20,$γ$=$0.5$
α,$β$=$5,$r$=$0.7$
1$
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α,"β"="1,"γ"="0.5"
1"

Ad"Ra;o"="20/100"
α, β = 1, γ = 0.5
Ad"Ra;o"="40/100"

Trust$

Nature
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0.8
0.5
0.2
0
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0"
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Reputation
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good participants with varying α, β
versary ratio
and γ

Fig. 5: Impact of adversary ratio on reputation and trust

Fig. 6: Impact of α, β and γ on reputation and trust

from an adversary with nature of 0 have a non-zero trust at
the beginning when the reputation is still high, and the curve
stays at 0 after a couple of tasks. The trust of reports from
adversaries with nature 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 fluctuates because
of the mixture of correct and false reports. As expected, we
observe that the higher nature an adversary has, the higher
probability that his/her reports will get a high trust value. Take
the 0.8-nature curve as an example, since the adversary sends
correct report 80% of the time, most of the values on the curve
lies on the high trust range (0.6 to 1). We capture the 20%
false reports because most of them have a trust value of 0.

to our framework. Therefore, we want to investigate how
these parameters affect trust and reputation. α and β could
decrease the trust of a sensing report because of unideal
sensing location and time. γ could increase and decrease the
trust of a sensing report depending on the amount of support
and/or conflict it gets from other reports. The reputation of a
good participant and the trust of his/her sensing reports could
better demonstrate the effects varying α, β and γ. Hence, we
look at the reputation of a good participant and the trust of
good sensing reports. Furthermore, since α and β work in a
very similar way, we vary them together to see their impacts.
Again, to test the worst case, we assume the good participant
has an initial reputation of 0. As shown in Figure 6 (a), the
reputation of the good participant increases at different rates
when α, β and γ is set as different values. When γ is large
(the α, β = 0.2, γ =1 curve) or when α and β is small (the α,
β = 0.05, γ = 0.5 curve), the report similarity overwhelms
the randomness in the contextual factors and therefore the
good participant always gets positive feedback. When α, β
becomes larger or γ becomes smaller, the randomness of the
contextual factors starts to appear. Hence, a portion of the
sensing reports may get negative feedback due to the negative
impacts from the contextual factors even though the participant
is good. Therefore, we can see that the reputation of a good
participant goes up and down on some curves. It does not
mean these cases are bad. If the application is sensitive to
the context, it is expected that reports with unideal contextual
factors decrease the senders’ reputation.
To show the impacts of α, β and γ on individual sensing
reports clearly, we only look at one task and we let 50 different
good participants that have a reputation of one with random
sensing locations and times send their sensing reports. Figure
6 (b) shows how α, β and γ affect the trust of these sensing
reports. It is clear that the randomness of the location and
time factors could give the reports different trust values and
large α and β magnify the impacts of these two factors.
When γ is large, the report similarity have bigger influence

D. Impact of Adversary Ratio
In our next test, we set the nature of all adversaries to be 0,
which is the worst case and we vary the ratio of adversaries
in the network. We set the number of adversaries as 10, 20,
30 and 40 respectively, out of 100 participants.
The result for the reputation updates is shown in Figure 5
(a). It is clear that as the ratio of adversaries increases, the
reputation for a particular adversary drops down more slowly.
This is because we made the adversaries to be colluding and
their reports gain more supports from each other. However, as
long as the good participants are more than the adversaries
in the network, an adversary’s report will get a negative
reputation feedback with a high probability. This is why even
when 40 out of 100 participants are colluding, their reputation
still keeps decreasing until reaching a level close to 0.
Again, for the same settings, we test the trust assessment
and our result is shown in Figure 5 (b). The curves follow
the similar trend as Figure 5 (a). However, the trust curves
fluctuate much more than the reputation curves, which is the
expected result. The reason is the contextual factors and the
similarity factor affect the trust of an individual report much
more than they would affect the overall reputation.
E. Impact of α, β and γ
The location sensitivity parameter α, time sensitivity parameter β and similarity weighting parameter γ are crucial
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on the trust. Since all the reports are good and have the same
amount of supports from each other, bigger influence from
report similarity makes the randomness of location and time
less prominent. Therefore, based on the time and location
sensitivity of the system, proper α and β values should be
chosen. Based on the choice of α and β and other system
characteristics (e.g. the amount of sensing reports for each
task), a proper γ value needs to be set in order to prevent the
similarity factor from having too little or too much influence.
VII. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Our solution is depending upon a redundant number of
participants. Data has shown that applications like Gigwalk
is undergoing a big growth [18]. We believe participatory
sensing applications with huge user bases are soon going to be
emerged. For a system with a large user base, assuming most
of the users are good participants, there should be redundant
number of users with reputation levels from average to high.
Therefore, we argue that good participants’ anonymity can be
well protected by using our approach.
Most of reputation systems are vulnerable to Sybil attacks,
i.e., an attacker obtains multiple identities. As an approach to
mitigate Sybil attacks, the user registration process can enforce
people to provide some information so that they cannot freely
register unlimited number of accounts. For example, the device
IMEI number might be requested for registration so that each
mobile device can maximally register for one account. Since
users do not interact with each other in participatory sensing,
Sybil accounts cannot promote each other’s reputation as in
traditional reputation systems like eBay. The main incentive
for Sybil attacks now becomes sending false data collusively
to disrupt the trust and reputation calculation. We have shown
that our system is collusion-resilient if the number of good
reports exceeds the number of false reports.
Another possible attack scenario is that a single adversary
sends multiple reports for a specific task using the same RC0
obtained from the task registration, and only redeem one of
the URFC’s received for those reports. The trust assessment
may be biased by such an attack. However, in our scheme, the
server knows how many reports are supposed to be received
based on the task registration table. It is easy for the server
to detect it when such an attack happens. When the exceeded
amount of reports are larger than a certain threshold, the server
can choose to discard all the reports and re-distribute the task.
In the future, we will look into the possibility of detecting
the source of attacks while maintaining anonymity for good
participants. Anonymous blacklisting techniques [19] are good
directions to explore. In addition, we will deploy our scheme
into a real participatory sensing application and carry out more
in-depth evaluations on the security and privacy protection.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Trust and anonymity are two conflicting objectives in a
participatory sensing application. In this work, we proposed
the ARTSense framework to achieve both of them at the same
time. First, we proposed a novel provenance model which
serves as the basis of our trust assessment for the sensing
reports. To achieve anonymity, our ARM protocol separates
the data reporting process and reputation update process. No
user identity information is revealed in each individual sensing
report, and furthermore, the server cannot associate multiple

reports from the same participant because the usage of Blind
ID. Our reputation feedback and redemption process enforces
measuring user reputation without violating anonymity and it
allows both positive and negative reputation feedback. Our
entire framework is proven to be able to achieve the predefined anonymity and security requirements, and resilient to
malicious behaviors such as newcomer, on-off and collusion
attacks. Our simulation results confirmed that with proper
choices for the system parameters, different participatory
sensing applications can be accommodated, and both user
reputation and data trust can be accurately captured.
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